Scott County Delivers
Safe Communities: Achieving Clean
Water and Soil, and Minimizing Flood
Damage Risks through Prevention
May 21, 2019
Panel Representatives:
Paul Nelson, Environmental Services Program Manager
Kate Sedlacek, Environmental Health and Waste Programs Supervisor
Melissa Bokman, Senior Water Resources Planner
Ryan Holzer, Water Resources Scientist
Martin Schmitz, Zoning Administrator
Results Map:
Safe: Clean Water and Soil; although not included its likely that “Safe” is also applicable for Minimizing
Flooding Risks
Scott County Board Objective/Strategy:
Prevention efforts are part of advancing the objective of “Community Design: Advancing livability
through the 2040 Comprehensive Plan”, particularly “Strategy: Support development while protecting
and managing the County’s rural character, open space and natural environment.” However,
prevention also has components of protecting public and private property from physical damage from
flooding and landslides; or protecting public health from exposure to chemicals in drinking water,
recreational waters, or in the soil. These types of general prevention efforts are not explicitly called out
in a specific Objective/Strategy, but in a general sense they are part of the Responsible Government
objective.
What goal are you trying to accomplish:
The goal is to prevent problems and/or protect the public and natural environment from harm. Note,
however, that many of these same efforts will also contribute toward improving conditions where
problems already exist.
Background:
Preventing damage or degradation is generally considered more cost effective than responding to or
repairing damage. There are three broad aspects to county programs aimed at environmental and
flood protection. First is assuring that waste is properly managed. If not managed or disposed of
properly human waste and other chemicals can accumulate increasing exposure to both residents and
the natural environment. The second is mitigating the impact of natural disasters using best practices
to keep the built environment out of harm’s way. For example, enforcing building setbacks from areas
known to have a risk of landslides. Third, is working to prevent risks from getting worse. For example,
it’s known that development creates hard surfaces such as roads and roof tops. These hard surfaces
prevent rainfall from infiltrating into the soil, and if not mitigated can increase surface runoff and the
potential for flooding.
There are a number of programs as follows that emphasize prevention.
 Program 65: Hazardous Waste Licensing which licenses and inspects hazardous waste
generators to assure proper storage and disposal.
 Program 66: Household Hazardous Waste program that provides residents and small business
a place to take hazardous waste for proper disposal.
 Program 67: Construction Erosion Control which permits and inspects new construction to
assure that soil is retained on site and erosion is controlled during development.
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Program 68: Septic System Permitting, Enforcement and Maintenance which makes sure that
septic systems are designed, installed and maintained correctly.
Program 69: Septic System Replacement Assistance which provides loans or grants to
residents to facilitate the replacement of failing systems.
Program 71: Development Environmental Review where Environmental Review Documents
(Environmental Assessments and Environmental Impact Statements) are completed for larger
proposed land uses in accordance with State requirements, and where the County is the
Responsible Unit of Government for completing the document or reviews and comments on
documents prepared by others.
Program 121: Technical Assistance and Cost Share program that provides financial and
technical assistance to landowners to install and manage best practices.
Program 150: Land Subdivision Regulation where new subdivisions are reviewed to assure that
they meet standards for managing stormwater, and for floodplain and bluff setbacks.

These programs are supported by:
 Outreach and Education programs, one for the watershed type programs (Program 128: Natural
Resources and Watershed Public Education and Outreach) and the other for the environmental
health programs (Program 64: Environmental Health Education and Public Outreach). These
are important complimentary efforts because: 1) most land in the county is privately owned; 2)
how residents and businesses manage their property and use chemicals directly affect release
and exposure; and 3) compliance with permit and licensing requirements improves when the
permit holders and the public are well informed.
 Program 152: Environmental Code Violations where enforcement is pursued if needed.
Because our efforts involve social, biophysical and hydrologic systems, and because prevention is not
visible and is a long term endeavor; we have both short- and long-term metrics as shown in the
Integrated System Monitoring graphic below.

(Source: Nelson, Davenport and Kuphal, 2017: Inspiring Action for Nonpoint Source Pollution Control)
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Community Indicators (tend to be long term measures of water quality)
 Snapshot 121c: Percent of Water Test Kit Results with Nitrate Concentrations Exceeding the
Drinking Water Standard (for ground water and rural well outcomes)
 Snapshot 121b: Water Transparency (for surface water/lake outcomes)
 Citizen’s Rating of Job Scott County Government does at Listening to Residents
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs):
Program Indicators (tend to be short-term measures of program performance)
 Snapshot 65: Hazardous Waste Generator Significant Violations
 Snapshot 66: Amount of Properly Disposed Household Hazardous and Problem Waste
Materials
 Snapshot 67: Percent of Erosion & Sediment Control Inspections with Written Warnings
 Snapshot 68: Percent Septic Systems in Compliance
 Snapshot 69: Septic System Replacement Assistance
Outcome Indicators (tend to be short-term measures of interim outcomes such as whether public
outreach efforts are successful)
 Snapshot 128: Landowner Perspectives Regarding Conservation
 Snapshot 128b: Service Requests by Year and Type (from Landowners)
Supporting Measure(s)
 Scott County Annual Precipitation
 Runoff Yield (Sand Creek and Credit River)
 Long-Term Stream Water Quality Trends
 Well Monitoring Results (arsenic, chloride, nitrate, and atrazine)
 Arsenic Well Monitoring Results
 Preventive versus corrective practices implemented over time
What’s working well and why?
 Citizen and business engagement approach to encouraging both conservation and
environmental compliance
 High level of landowner acceptance for conservation and taking advantage of conservation
assistance
 High levels of erosion control compliance
 Well water quality with respect to nitrates, atrazine and chlorides is good and appears to be
stable
 Lake and stream water quality is improving for conventional pollution parameters (sediment and
phosphorus)
 Amount of runoff on larger scale (i.e., whole watershed) per unit of rainfall appears to be stable
as indicated by watershed yields for Sand Creek and Credit River
 Septic system compliance is improving
 Guiding new development in ways that limit risk
What’s not working well and why?
 Localized drainage issues – we get a lot of complaints. There are a number of reasons for this
such as:
o the problem existed before there were standards allowing a home, business or
agricultural operation to be located in a problematic location
o aging private infrastructure (i.e., tile lines and ditches) or lack of maintenance of private
infrastructure
o increasing rainfall amounts and intensities
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Perception of the ability to achieve success because:
o Prevention is not visible
o The web, social media, and negative news and stories from other areas influencing
opinions
o Time frames for resource outcomes is long
o Adopting conservation is rarely rational (benefits are frequently distal)
Stabilizing landslides due to the scale of the issue and cost
Finding resources to complete Hazardous Waste Generator inspections
Chloride concentrations in Sand Creek are increasing

Next Steps / Future Program Development and why?
 Sustaining efforts and current customer service focus. The Technical Assistance and Cost
Share program is currently very popular with landowners, the number of residents using the
Household Hazardous Waste Facility has more than doubled over the last 10 years, rainfall is
increasing, and development is picking up – the combination of which is stretching staff.
 Consider recommendations from the LEEN study completed by the U of M Resilient
Communities Project that analyzed operations at the Household Hazardous Waste Facility.
 Seek additional grant funding for the Technical Assistance and Cost Share program while there
is significant landowner interest.
 Get the word out about the risk of arsenic in rural wells, encourage testing and treatment if
necessary, and investigate and determine the source.
Funding Description
Explanation of Funding Information
The Priority Based Budgeting (PBB) sheets for programs that relate to the topics covered in this presentation are included in the packet.
These profile sheets include both program revenue from outside sources, levy contributions to the program, and program costs. It is important
to note that the PBB model includes administrative and management expenses not included in the operating statements as these expenses
are allocated across the PBB programs through a standard allocation process. In addition, the program description on the form includes the
following:

Direct: is the total of Personnel costs + Non Personnel costs

Total: is Direct + Admin

Personnel: direct program staff allocated to the program and support staff allocated by FTE

Non Personnel: Any expenses that are not direct staff costs

Admin: management costs allocated by FTE that may not be reflected in the program operating statement

Revenue: is program revenue from state, federal or other grant sources

Levy: is county levy costs associated with the cost of running this program

Funding from these programs comes from a combination of grants, license and permit fees, user
charges, the Solid Waste Special Assessment, the Scott Watershed Management Organization special
taxing district levy, and County levy.
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Resources:
Resource Type

Title

Snapshot 65

Hazardous Waste Significant Violations

Snapshot 66
Snapshot 67

Amount of Properly Disposed Household
Hazardous and Problem Waste Materials
Percent of Erosion & Sediment Control
Inspections with Written Warnings

Snapshot 68

Percent Septic Systems in Compliance

Snapshot 69

Septic System Replacement Assistance

Snapshot 121b

Water Transparency (lakes)

Snapshot 121c

Percent of Water Test Kit Results with Nitrate
Concentrations Exceeding the Drinking Water
Standard

Supporting
Measure
Supporting
Measure

Rural Well Monitoring Results
Arsenic Sampling Results

Snapshot 128

Landowner Perspectives Surveys

Snapshot 128b

Service Requests by Year and Type

Supporting
Measure
Supporting
Measure
Supporting
Measure
Supporting
Measure
Snapshot 150
Snapshot 152

Scott County Annual Precipitation
Preventative Versus Corrective Cost Share
Practices
Stream Water Quality Trends
Runoff Yield
% of Plats Changed to Accommodate
Infrastructure/ Environmental Needs
Environmental Code Violations and
Compliance

Location
Environmental Health Performance
Measures #65 HW Viol
Environmental Health Performance
Measures #66 HHW Waste
SWMO_KPIs Performance Measures
KPI 67
Environmental Health Performance
Measures #68 Septic CI
Environmental Health Performance
Measures #69 Septic Assist
SWMO_KPIs Performance Measures
Snapshot 121b
SWMO_KPIs Performance Measures
Snapshot 121c
SWMO_KPIs Performance Measures
Well Monitoring
SWMO_KPIs Performance Measures
Arsenic Monitoring
SWMO_KPIs Performance Measures
Snapshot 128
SWMO_KPIs Performance Measures
Snapshot 128b
SWMO_KPIs Performance Measures
Precip
SWMO_KPIs Performance Measures
Snapshot Cost Share Projects
SWMO_KPIs Performance Measures
Creek Monitoring
SWMO_KPIs Performance Measures
Runoff Yield
Zoning Performance Measures; 150
Zoning Performance Measures; 152

Related Program Profile Sheet:
Program Number Program Name
64
Environmental Health Education and Public Outreach
65
Hazardous Waste Licensing
66
House Hold Hazardous Waste Facility Operation
67
Construction Erosion Control
68
Septic System Permitting
69
Septic System Replacement Assistance
121
Land & Water Treatment: Technical Assistance and Cost Share
128
Natural Resources and Watershed Public Education and Outreach
150
Land Subdivision Regulation
152
Environmental Code Violations
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Planning and Resource
Management (PRM)
Natural Resources &
Environmental Health

Environmental Health Education and Public Outreach
Quartile Rank

3

Program Contact: Kate Sedlacek

Report Date: 5/6/2019

Program Number

64

Staff implement the public education components of the County's Solid Waste Management Plan (program 89), as well as conducting and
facilitating efforts to educate the public regarding septic systems, household hazardous wastes and hazardous wastes. Consists of
publications, school events, website management, and partnerships including publication of the SCENE, promotion of CLIMB theater, and
funding of local community Clean Up Days made possible by State and Local Recycling Grants. Solid waste and household hazardous waste
portions of the program are mandated see program 89 description.

Description

Community Results

Attributes

HEALTHY community for all individuals

0

Mandated

4

HEALTHY community of options to choose from

0

Reliance

2

LIVABLE community by providing opportunities for
culture, leisure and life-long development opportunities

1

Cost Recovery

3

LIVABLE community by providing mobility options and
recreation infrastructure

1

Change In Demand

0

SAFE community by providing access to a safety net

0

Portion of Community
Served

3

SAFE community by providing protection from threats
to safety

3

Program Finances

FTE

Cost

2018

2019

Total

$269,060

$0

Direct

$220,405

$0

Personnel

$46,955

0.56

2018

2019

Revenue

$220,404

$0

Levy

$130,404

Fees

$0

Non
Personnel

$173,450

Grants

$90,000

Admin

$48,655

Other
Revnue

$0

Program Performance
Program Outcome

Citizens have a safe environment related to solid waste, hazardous waste,
household hazardous waste, onsite sewage treatment and public health
nuisance abatement

Key Perfromance
Indicators (KPI)

% of solid waste recycled

KPI Results

Meeting

KPI Results Direction Stable

Factors Impacting
KPI Performance
If not meeting or
declining - why?

Public awareness, social norms and convenience.
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Planning and Resource
Management (PRM)
Natural Resources &
Environmental Health

Hazardous Waste Generator, and Solid Waste Facility & Hauler
Regulation
Quartile Rank

2

Program Contact: Kate Sedlacek

Community Results

65

Attributes

HEALTHY community for all individuals

0

Mandated

4

HEALTHY community of options to choose from

0

Reliance

4

LIVABLE community by providing opportunities for
culture, leisure and life-long development opportunities

0

Cost Recovery

4

LIVABLE community by providing mobility options and
recreation infrastructure

1

Change In Demand

0

SAFE community by providing access to a safety net

0

Portion of Community
Served

4

SAFE community by providing protection from threats
to safety

4

Program Finances

FTE

Cost

2018

2019

Total

$103,497

$0

Revenue

Direct

$84,781

$0

Levy

($50,219)

Personnel

$77,567

Fees

$135,000

Admin

Program Number

Staff license solid waste facilities and haulers, license hazardous waste generators, and conduct inspections and enforcement to ensure
compliance with County requirements and ordinances, and the safe management of solid and hazardous waste. County's are mandated to
lead these efforts by MN Statute 473.811.

Description

Non
Personnel

Report Date: 5/6/2019

$7,214

Grants

$18,716

Other
Revnue

0.72

2018

2019

$84,781

$0

Program Performance
Program Outcome

Citizens have a safe environment related to solid waste, hazardous waste,
household hazardous waste, onsite sewage treatment and public health
nuisance abatement

Key Perfromance
Indicators (KPI)

trends in the number of signification violations by generator over time

KPI Results

In Development

KPI Results Direction Declining

$0

Factors Impacting
KPI Performance

Awareness of waste generators of the requirements, which as shown in the
graph is strongly influenced by the frequency of inspections during which we
inform businesses of requirements.

$0

If not meeting or
declining - why?

We have had staff turn-over, additional demands for staff time, and have not been able to
inspect and talk with licensed businesses as frequently as desired. Starting 2017 we are now
fully staffed and expect that as new staff are trained we will complete more inspections and be
able to keep waste generators better informed of requirements.
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Planning and Resource
Management (PRM)
Natural Resources &
Environmental Health

Household Hazardous Waste Facility Operation
Quartile Rank

3

Program Contact: Kate Sedlacek

Report Date: 5/6/2019

Program Number

66

Staff operate the Household Hazardous Waste (and reuse) Facility for use by the general public and selected types of businesses providing
a safe disposal option for for the public, while meeting state statue requirements for county provision of a household hazardous waste
collection program (state statute 115A.96).

Description

Community Results

Attributes

HEALTHY community for all individuals

0

Mandated

4

HEALTHY community of options to choose from

0

Reliance

3

LIVABLE community by providing opportunities for
culture, leisure and life-long development opportunities

0

Cost Recovery

3

LIVABLE community by providing mobility options and
recreation infrastructure

0

Change In Demand

2

SAFE community by providing access to a safety net

1

Portion of Community
Served

3

SAFE community by providing protection from threats
to safety

3

Program Finances

FTE

Cost

2018

2019

Total

$749,788

$0

Revenue

Direct

$614,200

$0

Levy

($246,299)

Personnel

$214,788

Fees

$229,000

2.406

2018

2019

$614,201

$0

Non
Personnel

$399,412

Grants

$631,500

Admin

$135,588

Other
Revnue

$0

Program Performance
Program Outcome

Citizens have a safe environment related to solid waste, hazardous waste,
household hazardous waste, onsite sewage treatment and public health
nuisance abatement

Key Perfromance
Indicators (KPI)

number of tons of hazardous and electronic waste diverted

KPI Results

In Development

KPI Results Direction Improving

Factors Impacting
KPI Performance
If not meeting or
declining - why?

Public awareness of the facility, social norms, convenience, and cost of
alternative disposal options.
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Planning and Resource
Management (PRM)
Natural Resources &
Environmental Health

Natural Resources: Erosion & Sediment Control Permitting &
Inspections
Quartile Rank

3

Program Contact: Paul Nelson

Community Results

67

Attributes

HEALTHY community for all individuals

0

Mandated

3

HEALTHY community of options to choose from

0

Reliance

1

LIVABLE community by providing opportunities for
culture, leisure and life-long development opportunities

0

Cost Recovery

3

LIVABLE community by providing mobility options and
recreation infrastructure

1

Change In Demand

0

SAFE community by providing access to a safety net

0

Portion of Community
Served

1

SAFE community by providing protection from threats
to safety

3

Program Finances

FTE

Cost

2018

2019

Total

$4,051

$0

Revenue

Direct

$3,318

$0

Levy

($22,042)

Personnel

$1,515

Fees

$25,360

Admin

Program Number

Scott SCWD staff under contract review building permits for erosion control and complete inspections for the purpose of minimizing erosion
and water quality imacts during construction. Having a construction erosion control program is a requirement of the County's Municipal
Separate Stormwater System permit issued by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency and required under the Clean Water Act.

Description

Non
Personnel

Report Date: 5/6/2019

0.21

2018

2019

$3,318

$0

Program Performance
Program Outcome

Citizens have a safe environment with clean soil, water and air and citizens
have services that support a healthy sustainable environment

Key Perfromance
Indicators (KPI)

% of inspections with warnings

KPI Results

In Development

KPI Results Direction Improving

$1,803

Grants

$0

Factors Impacting
KPI Performance

$733

Other
Revnue

$0

If not meeting or
declining - why?

Awareness of builders and contractors regarding the need for installing and
maintaining construction erosion control, practicality of requirements, and
effective communication of expectations by the inspector.
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Planning and Resource
Management (PRM)
Natural Resources &
Environmental Health

Septic System Permitting, Enforcement and Maintenance Program
Quartile Rank

3

Program Contact: Kate Sedlacek

Report Date: 5/6/2019

Program Number

68

Consists of permitting, enforcing and tracking septic system compliance in the county and ensuring compliance with county ordinance in
order to provide a safe and healthy environment. Also consists of keeping ordinances up to date. Mandated per MN Rule Chapter 7082.

Description

Community Results

Attributes

HEALTHY community for all individuals

0

Mandated

3

HEALTHY community of options to choose from

0

Reliance

3

LIVABLE community by providing opportunities for
culture, leisure and life-long development opportunities

0

Cost Recovery

4

LIVABLE community by providing mobility options and
recreation infrastructure

0

Change In Demand

0

SAFE community by providing access to a safety net

0

Portion of Community
Served

2

SAFE community by providing protection from threats
to safety

4

Program Finances

FTE

Cost

2018

2019

Total

$299,282

$0

Direct

$245,161

$0

Personnel

$228,640

2.788

2018

2019

Revenue

$245,161

$0

Levy

$56,561

Fees

$165,000

Non
Personnel

$16,521

Grants

$23,600

Admin

$54,121

Other
Revnue

$0

Program Performance
Program Outcome

Citizens have a safe environment related to solid waste, hazardour waste,
household hazardous waste, onsite sewage treatment and public health
nuisance abatement

Key Perfromance
Indicators (KPI)

% of systems passing 3rd party compliance inspections

KPI Results

In Development

KPI Results Direction Improving

Factors Impacting
KPI Performance
If not meeting or
declining - why?

Age of system, quality of initial construction, and timely completion of
maintenance.
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Planning and Resource
Management (PRM)
Natural Resources &
Environmental Health
Description

Septic System Replacement Assistance
Quartile Rank

2

Program Contact: Kate Sedlacek

69

Attributes

HEALTHY community for all individuals

3

Mandated

2

HEALTHY community of options to choose from

0

Reliance

3

LIVABLE community by providing opportunities for
culture, leisure and life-long development opportunities

0

Cost Recovery

4

LIVABLE community by providing mobility options and
recreation infrastructure

0

Change In Demand

4

SAFE community by providing access to a safety net

1

Portion of Community
Served

2

SAFE community by providing protection from threats
to safety

3

Program Finances

FTE

Cost

2018

2019

Total

$19,604

$0

Direct

$16,059

$0

Personnel

$16,059

Admin

Program Number

Consists of the operation of a program to provide low interest loans to property owners to replace failing septic systems.

Community Results

Non
Personnel

Report Date: 5/6/2019

0.13

2018

2019

Revenue

$16,059

$0

Levy

$16,059

Fees

$0

Program Performance
Program Outcome

Citizens have a safe environment related to solid waste, hazardour waste,
household hazardous waste, onsite sewage treatment and public health
nuisance abatement

Key Perfromance
Indicators (KPI)

Number of households that used the County septic loan program

KPI Results

In Development

KPI Results Direction Improving

$0

Grants

$0

Factors Impacting
KPI Performance

$3,545

Other
Revnue

$0

If not meeting or
declining - why?

Awareness of the loan program, compliance requirements, and timelines for
achieving compliance.
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Planning and Resource
Management (PRM)
Scott Watershed Management
Organization

Land & Water Treatment - Technical Assistance and Cost Share
Quartile Rank

3

Program Contact: Paul Nelson

Community Results

121

Attributes

HEALTHY community for all individuals

0

Mandated

3

HEALTHY community of options to choose from

0

Reliance

2

LIVABLE community by providing opportunities for
culture, leisure and life-long development opportunities

0

Cost Recovery

3

LIVABLE community by providing mobility options and
recreation infrastructure

1

Change In Demand

4

SAFE community by providing access to a safety net

0

Portion of Community
Served

2

SAFE community by providing protection from threats
to safety

3

Program Finances

FTE

Cost

2018

2019

Total

$728,865

$0

Direct

$723,857

$0

Personnel

$26,254

Admin

Program Number

County and SWCD staff provide technical assistance, cost share, and incentives to promote voluntary land owner adoption of conservation
practices that protect and improve water quality, protect soil, and moderate runoff. Efforts are completed in accordance with the approved
Scott WMO Comprehensive Water Resources Management Plan (Water Resources Planning program 126). A Watershed management plan
is mandated by MN statutes 103B and 103D, and MN Rule 8410.

Description

Non
Personnel

Report Date: 5/6/2019

0.3

2018

2019

Revenue

$723,856

$0

Levy

$251,428

Fees

$0

$697,603

Grants

$472,428

$5,008

Other
Revnue

$0

Program Performance
Program Outcome

Citizens have a safe environment with clean soil, water and air and citizens
have services that support a healthy sustainable environment

Key Perfromance
Indicators (KPI)

Water quality and quantity trends in local water bodies and wells

KPI Results

KPI Results Direction

Factors Impacting
KPI Performance
If not meeting or
declining - why?

Surface and ground water quality is affected by a host of factors ranging from the amount and
timing of precipitation to activities on the land. Different water bodies also react to these factors
differently depending on their physical characteristics. Thus it is not possible to give an overall
generalization of key indicator results and direction. Groundwater appears to be stable with
respect to nitrates, surface water quality in lakes as shown in the graph varies by lake. Additio
A number of lakes in the county are not meeting state water quality standards. They tend to
be the more shallow lakes, and they are generally not getting worse. Fixing these will make
more time as there is a large amount of historic alteration and pollution to address. Three
lakes are definitely improving (O'Dowd, McMahon, and Spring).
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Planning and Resource
Management (PRM)
Scott Watershed Management
Organization

Natural Resources and Watershed Public Education and Outreach
Quartile Rank

3

Program Contact: Paul Nelson

Community Results

128

Attributes

HEALTHY community for all individuals

0

Mandated

3

HEALTHY community of options to choose from

0

Reliance

2

LIVABLE community by providing opportunities for
culture, leisure and life-long development opportunities

0

Cost Recovery

2

LIVABLE community by providing mobility options and
recreation infrastructure

2

Change In Demand

3

SAFE community by providing access to a safety net

0

Portion of Community
Served

2

SAFE community by providing protection from threats
to safety

3

Program Finances

FTE

Cost

2018

2019

Total

$113,154

$0

Direct

$112,377

$0

Personnel

$42,666

Admin

Program Number

County and SWCD staff complete education and public outreach efforts regarding water resources in accordance with the approved Scott
Watershed Management Organization Comprehensive Water Resources Management Plan, support the Scott Clean Water Education
Partnership, and provide education efforts to fulfill permit requirements for the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Municipal
Sewer water permit held by members (including the county) of the above partnership. Portions for the Scott WMO meet mandate requiring a
Watershed Plan (see program 126 Water Resources Planning).

Description

Non
Personnel

Report Date: 5/6/2019

0.55

2018

2019

Revenue

$112,377

$0

Levy

$112,377

Fees

$0

Program Performance
Program Outcome

Citizens have a safe environment, citizens have services that support a
healthy sustainable environment and a local government that provides
understandable and accurate information

Key Perfromance
Indicators (KPI)

% surveyed responding they are willing to adopt conservation practices

KPI Results

KPI Results Direction

$69,711

Grants

$0

Factors Impacting
KPI Performance

$777

Other
Revnue

$0

If not meeting or
declining - why?

Landowner attitudes and values, relationships with landowners,
convenience of programs, influence of community groups, and effectiveness
of outreach and promotional efforts.
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Planning and Resource
Management (PRM)

Land Subdivision Regulation

Zoning Administration

Quartile Rank

2

Program Contact: Marty Schmitz

Community Results

150

Attributes

HEALTHY community for all individuals

1

Mandated

4

HEALTHY community of options to choose from

0

Reliance

2

LIVABLE community by providing opportunities for
culture, leisure and life-long development opportunities

1

Cost Recovery

4

LIVABLE community by providing mobility options and
recreation infrastructure

3

Change In Demand

1

SAFE community by providing access to a safety net

1

Portion of Community
Served

2

SAFE community by providing protection from threats
to safety

4

Program Finances

FTE

Cost

2018

2019

Total

$47,125

$0

Direct

$47,125

$0

Personnel

$46,435

Admin

Program Number

Staff reviews and makes recommendations on land subdivisions to ensure that proper provisions have been made for stormwater
management, wetland protection, sewage treatment, traffic, and access to public roads. The staff recommendations are focussed on the
assurance to taxpayers that the subdivisions do not cause danger to public health, safety, or public welfare. (Minnesota Chapters 103G,
103H, 103F, 103B, 366, 394, 473.851-473.87)

Description

Non
Personnel

Report Date: 5/6/2019

0.38

2018

2019

Revenue

$47,125

$0

Levy

$27,863

Fees

$19,000

$690

Grants

$262

$0

Other
Revnue

$0

Program Performance
Program Outcome

Citizes are assured that public infrastructure and environmental protections
exist

Key Perfromance
Indicators (KPI)

% of plats changed to accommodate infrastructure/environmental needs

KPI Results

In Development

KPI Results Direction Stable

Factors Impacting
KPI Performance

Quality of Plats submitted If Plats are located on County of State Roadways

If not meeting or
declining - why?

The KPI is a process measure and a target isn’t appropriate
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Planning and Resource
Management (PRM)

Environmental Code Violations and Compliance

Zoning Administration

Quartile Rank

2

Program Contact: Marty Schmitz

Community Results

152

Attributes

HEALTHY community for all individuals

2

Mandated

4

HEALTHY community of options to choose from

0

Reliance

3

LIVABLE community by providing opportunities for
culture, leisure and life-long development opportunities

0

Cost Recovery

1

LIVABLE community by providing mobility options and
recreation infrastructure

0

Change In Demand

1

SAFE community by providing access to a safety net

2

Portion of Community
Served

2

SAFE community by providing protection from threats
to safety

4

Program Finances

FTE

Cost

2018

2019

Total

$9,913

$0

Direct

$9,913

$0

Personnel

$9,663

Admin

Program Number

When staff is notified of possible environmental or zoning code violations, which can include solid and hazardous waste issues, septic
discharges, non-permitted business operations, noxious weed or other similiar code violations, staff works with violator to remediate the
issue. Any of the above can have adverse effects on anyone surrounding or close to the property. Staff will take action to enforce the code
and get the violator compliant, includingissuing citations and testifying in civil court. (Minnesota Statute 115.55-115.56, 145A.05, 473.811)

Description

Non
Personnel

Report Date: 5/6/2019

0.1

2018

2019

Revenue

$9,913

$0

Levy

$9,513

Fees

$400

Program Performance
Program Outcome

Citizens are assured that environmental regulations are enforced

Key Perfromance
Indicators (KPI)

% of complaints resolved

KPI Results

In Development

KPI Results Direction Stable

$250

Grants

$0

Factors Impacting
KPI Performance

$0

Other
Revnue

$0

If not meeting or
declining - why?

Number of Complaints Received

The KPI is a process measure and a target isn’t appropriate
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Delivering What Matters
Environmental Health

Average number of Years since last Inspection

This measure identifies
the percentage of
significant hazardous
waste violations per
inspection along with the
average time elapsed
between inspections.
Typically 3-4 violations
are found per inspection,
but only a fraction of
those are significant.

9

50%

8

45%

7

40%

6

28%

35%

30%

30%

26%

5

21%

4
3

17%
13%

25%
19%

20%
14%

12%

2

7%

6%

4%

1

0%

0%

2012

2013

15%
10%

% Significant Violations per Inspection

Hazardous Waste Generator Significant Violations

About this measure:

5%

0

0%
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

HW Average Years between Inspections

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

HW % Significant Violations per Inspection

Source: Year-End Reports, Access Database

Why does this matter?
When inspectors are able to meet with businesses more frequently, the businesses are more likely to be properly
storing, managing, and disposing of their hazardous waste. Improperly managed hazardous waste (dumped on the
ground or poured down the drain) may pose a threat to human health and the environment by contaminating the
groundwater, soil, and air.
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Delivering What Matters
Household Hazardous Waste Program
Amounts of Properly Disposed Household Hazardous and
Problem Material Wastes

About this measure:

Appliances

1000
900

Tires

800

Automotive

700

Weight (Tons)

This measure reflects the
amount of waste
dropped off at the HHW
facility. The results track
closely with the number
of participants using the
facility each year. It also
shows that recent
increases are largely due
to increases in amount of
e-waste (electronic
waste), appliances, and
tires dropped off.

Corrosive

600
500

Poisons

400

Flammables

300
200

Oil Base
Paint

100

Latex Paint

Source:

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

0

E-waste

Environmental Health Annual Reports

Why does this matter?
When hazardous waste is thrown in the trash or poured down the drain it can contaminate our soil and water supply
posing a threat to human health and the environment. The County's Household Hazardous Waste facility provides a
safe, long-term sustainable and financially sound solution for the proper disposal of these items.
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Delivering What Matters
Community Services
About this measure:

Percent of Erosion & Sediment Control Inspections
with Written Warnings

The Scott Soil and Water
Conservation District
(SWCD) staff completes
Erosion and Sediment
Control inspections on
behalf of the County to
ensure compliance with
grading permits.
Inspectors work one-onone with the applicants to
address areas of concern
before natural resources
are impacted.

Number of Written Warnings

40.0
35.0
30.0
25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

# of Written Warnings

34

15

8

2

1

4

% of Total Inspections

2.47%

1.29%

0.39%

0.13%

1.00%

0.26%

Source:

Scott SWCD's SWIMS database

Why does this matter?
Construction sites where soil is exposed can significantly erode and impact adjoining properties and nearby water
resources. This measure reflects the effectiveness of the inspection program at preventing or resolving issues before
they escalate to official warnings and enforcement.
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Delivering What Matters
Septic System Permitting, Enforcement and Maintenance
Program

About this measure:
The data from this
measure comes from
private septic contractors.
Independent inspections
often result from property
sales. This graph
demonstrates the results
of an effective program
that is gradually replacing
failing systems. Results
show a leveling off of
compliance in recent years
between 65% and 75%.

Septic Systems in Compliance

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

'97 '98 '99 '00 '01 '02 '03 '04 '05 '06 '07 '08 '09 '10 '11 '12 '13 '14 '15 '16 '17 '18

Percent
28% 37% 34% 35% 43% 38% 39% 46% 50% 54% 65% 69% 69% 71% 74% 68% 68% 69% 72% 74% 65% 80%
Compliance
Total
138 141 129 159 148 178 118 113 117 113 100 90 108 107 128 191 127 177 226 207 224 210
Inspections

Source: City View

Why does this matter?
A failing septic system discharging waste onto the ground surface, into a surface water or where it can contaminate
ground water and an aquifer, poses a public health threat. This measurement tells the public how many septic
systems of those evaluated annually are in compliance with the State's compliance criteria as determined by private
septic contractors. A high level of compliance is indicative of an overall program effort of installing and maintaining
systems correctly.
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Delivering What Matters
Septic System Upgrade Assistance Program

About this measure:

Replacement Assistance
30
25
Instances of Assistance

The up front cost of a new
septic system can be
expensive. Some residents
cannot afford to replace
their failing septic system.
This program provides
grants or loans to residents
to help finance the
replacement of noncompliant systems, and
this measure provides a
tally of the number of
residents who have taken
advantage of the program.

20
15

# of grants
# of loans

10
5
0
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Year

Source: Department data managed in Excel

Why does this matter?
A failing septic system discharging waste into the house, onto the ground surface, into surface water, or where it can
contaminate ground water and an aquifer, poses a serious public health threat. The County takes active steps to help
property owners replace failing septic systems.
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Delivering What Matters
Community Services
About this measure:

Water Transparency: (Shown in percent of lake standard)

Percent of Lake Standard
(100% or greater meets the standard)

This measure shows water clarity
measurements (using a secchi
disk) over time in priority lakes.
Clear water is an indicator of low
levels of nutrient enrichment,
better recreational suitability, and
lake health in general. Additional
water quality data is available for
these and other lakes in Scott
County from the Prior Lake Spring
Lake (PLSLWD) and Scott
Watershed Management
Organization (SWMO).
PLSLWD monitoring information:
http://www.plslwd.org/projectsand-programs/monitoring/lakemonitoring/
SWMO monitoring:
http://www.scottcountymn.gov/w
mo

300%
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50%
0%

Cedar Lake

2006
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2009
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2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018*

106%

97%

86%

132%

83%

102%

98%

122%

123%

108%

95%

95%

49%

Lake O'Dowd

86%

95%

144%

151%

129%

156%

143%

149%

179%

201%

207%

199%

151%

Lower Prior Lake

209%

209%

206%

234%

196%

306%

298%

295%

138%

190%

269%

203%

342%

Spring Lake - PLSLWD 103%

82%

80%

86%

43%

139%

208%

154%

139%

135%

100%

164%

86%

*2018 Data is Preliminary

Source:

MetCouncil Citizen-Assisted Monitoring Program (CAMP) Lake Monitoring Results for Lake O'Dowd,
Cedar, and Lower Prior. Prior Lake Spring Lake Watershed District (PLSLWD) for Spring Lake.

Why does this matter?
The County, Watershed Organizations, and citizens are concerned about the condition of surface waters and whether management efforts are
protecting and improving water quality. Organizations, therefore, track water quality data to identify overall quality and trends. The graph shows
water clarity as a percent of the state water clarity standard for each lake, meaning that a value of 100% or greater meets the water clarity
standard.
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Delivering What Matters
Community Services
About this measure:
This measure provides an
indication of the quality of
drinking water in the County
with respect to nitrates. Data
are from laboratory analysis
of water from test kits sold by
the County. The number of
kits sold ranges from 85 to
200 per year. Results only
provide a general indication
since the geographic
distribution and number of
samples is not designed, but
depends on who gets their
water tested. Thus, these
results are used in
combination with other
measures (such as the 2011
Atrazine/Nitrate Well water
Sampling) and data by Water
Utilities to assess
groundwater and drinking

Percent of Water Test Kit Results with Nitrate Concentrations Exceeding
the Drinking Water Standard
10.0%
7.5%
5.0%
2.5%
0.0%

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

%ofTestsinExceedence 2.0% 0.0% 0.8% 0.7% 0.0% 0.7% 0.9% 0.0% 0.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.90 0.00 0.00 0.00
Numberoftests

198 180

NumberExceedences

Source:

4
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119 142
1

1

117
0

151 109
1

1

142 132
0

1

103

135

90

110

88

95

85

91

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

116 107
1

0

105

73

0

0

A private laboratory - Minnesota Valley Testing

Why does this matter?
The County and Citizens are concerned about the quality of drinking water. This measure shows the nitrate plus
nitrite results from water test kits sold by the County. Nitrate concentrations exceeding the drinking water standard
or 10 mg/L are a potential health issue for babies. High nitrate levels are also an indicator of the potential for the
presence of other dissolved contaminates.
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Delivering What Matters
Community Services
About this measure:

Rural Well Monitoring Results
% of Samples Exceeding Drinking Water Standards

This measure provides an
indicator of the quality of
drinking water from rural wells
in the County with respect to
selected parameters.
Concentrations observed are
compared to drinking water
standards and the percent
exceeding applicable standards
is presented. For atrazine,
nitrates and arsenic the primary
(health based) standard was
used. For chloirdes the
secondary (taste, odor) standard
was used.

50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Atrazine

Nitrates

2011

0%

0%

2018

0%

0%

Source:

Arsenic

Chlorides

16%

0%

Scott WMO Special Monitoring Studies of 66 weels in 2011, and 34 wells in 2018

Why does this matter?
The County and citizens are concerned about the quaity of drinking water. Atrazine, nitrates and arsenic can have health affects at
concentrations exceding the drinking water standard, while chloride concentrtions can affect the potability of drinking water. The
presence of these parameters can also indicate the potential presence of other parameters. Additionally, consuming water with
arsenic at levels lower than the EPA standard over many years can still increase the risk of cancer.
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Delivering What Matters
Community Services

Source:
Combination of SWMO
monitoring or 34 Rural
Wells in 2018, and
Minnesota Department of
Health monitoring of new
well
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Delivering What Matters
Community Services
Landowner Perspectives Surveys

About this measure:
Two studies have been
completed in partnership
with the Center for
Changing Landscapes at
the University of
Minnesota. These
studies gathered
information about the
beliefs of landowners in
the Sand Creek
watershed regarding
water quality and
conservation. One study
was completed in 2011
and the other in 2018
following
implementation of an
outreach effort designed
based on the results of
the first survey.

Change from 2011
to 2018

Belief
Rating of water quality in nearest stream/ditch
Obligation to use conervation practices on my
land/property
Maintain a streamside buffer
Coordinating land use planning and engaging citizens
in decision making across communities will protect
water resources

2012 Davenport and Pradhanaga, and Fellows, Davenport and

Source: Pradhananga, 2019.

Why does this matter?
Surface water quality to a large extent is a reflection of how land is used, and most of the land in Scott county is privately
owned. Results of these surveys are used to track landowner beliefs over time, design outreach efforts, and assess whether
outreach efforts are working.
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Delivering What Matters
Community Services
About this measure:
This measure tracks the
number and type of
landowner service
requests received at the
Scott Soil and Water
Conservation District.
Having landowners
engaged and active in
using conservation on
their land is a desired
outcome, and is also a
measure of the success of
education and outreach
efforts and the quality of
service provided.

Source:

Scott Soil and Water Conservation District

Why does this matter?
The quality and quantity of water is a reflection of how land is used and managed. Most land is privately owned. Thus,
protecting and improving water resources relies on the actions of landowners.
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Scott County Annual Precipitation

About this measure:
This measure tracks
precipitation over time.
The Minnesota State
Climatology Office
records annual
precipitation across the
state of Minnesota. This
data is extracted based
off the closest rain guage
to any given point in the
state.
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Source:

Minnesota State Climatology Office

Why does this matter?
The amount and intensity of precipitation strongly influences the watershed, the amount of flooding, erosion, public perception of
problems, and the effectiveness of conservation practices. Understanding the rainfall is important for interpretating hydrologic or water
quality indicators.
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Delivering What Matters
Community Services
About this measure:

Preventative Versus Corrective Cost Share Projects
100
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70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Number of Projects

This measure tracks the
different types of conservation
practices being implemented
over time. Preventative
practices are those that
prevent property damage and
erosion, which include:
perennial vegetation,
raingardens, wetland
restorations and well sealings.
Corrective practices are those
that fix property damage,
stabilize gullies and reduce
erosion, which include:
grassed waterways, grade
control structures, and
terraces, just to name a few.

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Preventative

26

28

27

54

48

29

54

33

33

37

21

28

32

Corrective

28

6

27

20

90

18

39

24

42

58

37

28

33

Source:

Scott SWCD SWIMS Database

Why does this matter?
Preventative practices slow runoff, infiltrate surface runoff and protect groundwater. Over the long term, preventing problems is
generally more cost effective than fixing them after the fact. Preventative practices also build resiliency, which is important since
rainfall has been increasing over time. Because of these factors the WMO starting around 2016 significantly changed this program to
prioiritze the installation of preventative practices. This measure tracks whether this emphasis on prevention is being achieved over
time.
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Delivering What Matters
Community Services
About this measure:
This measure shows trends for
selected water quality
parameters in the Credit River
and Sand Creek. The
Metropolitan Council operates
monitoring stations on both
Credit River and Sand Creek.
However, trends are difficult to
assess, and are only completed
periodically. The last time this
was done for both systems was
in 2014. However, the Scott
WMO asked the Metropolitan
Council to update them for
Sand Creek through 2018. The
Scott WMO is finishing a major
conservation implementation
effort in the Sand Creek
Watershed and wanted to
assess if changes could be
detected.

Stream Water Quality Trends
Stream
Sand Creek (Jordan)

Flow-Adjusted
Concentration

Trend

Percent Change

Total Suspended Solids*

-57%

Total Phosphorus*

-48%

Chlorides**

61%

Nitrates***

-31%

Total Suspended Solids****

-63%

Total Phosphorus****

-4%

Nitrates****

-3%

Credit River (Savage)

Sources
* Per Memorandum April 22, 2019 From Hong Wang, Cassie Champian and Scott Haire, Statistical Analysis of Water Quality Trends for Sand
Creek 1990-2018, Metropolitan Council
** Same source as above, but analysis period limited to 1999 to 2018
***Metropolitan Council, 2014. Comprehensive Water Quality Assessment of Select Metropolitan Area Streams - Sand Creek (analysis period
2006-2012)
****Metropolitan Council 2014. Comprehensive Water Quality Assessment of Select Metrpolitan Area Streams - Credit River (analysis period
2006-2012).

Why does this matter?
Sand Creek is considered water quality impaired for a number of parameters, and the Scott WMO in partnership with the Le Sueur, Rice and
Scott SWCDs has been working with landowners to implement conservation practices and address the impairments. Credit River was listed as
impaired for aquatic life due to excessive turbidty (i.e., total suspended solids) but was removed in 2011. There is now an interest in protecting
the river and keeping it from becoming impaired again. Although it was listed again in 2018, but for a different parameter - chlorides.
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Delivering What Matters
Community Services
About this measure:

Runoff Yield
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0.45
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Runoff/Precipitation

Runoff yield is the fraction of
precipitation that flows out of
a watershed over a given time.
It is caluclated by dividing the
amount of runoff by the
amount of precipitation that
fell on the watershed. The
amount of runoff is a function
of land use in a watershed and
the amounts of precipitation
and evaporation. Dividing
runoff by precipitation nondimensionalizes the measure,
minimizing the affect of the
variation in precipitation such
that the result is more a
function of the landuse and
evaporation.
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Source:

Department analyzed, flow data from Metropolitin Council,precipitation from
PRISM ( www.prism.oregonstate.edu/)

Why does this matter?
Tracking runoff yield for a watershed allows assessment of whether programs to manage runoff are working. This is important for
both flood control and water quality. Land development with the contstruction of roads and rooftops creates hard surfaces reducing
infiltration into the soil thereby increasing surface runoff. Agriculture can leave soils without vegetation for portions of the year
decreasing evapotranspiration, or frequently shapes the land or installs drainage improvements that can increase runoff. Water
qulaity can also be impacted, particularly in watersheds like Sand Creek where it is documented that a majority of sediment pollution
comes from stream bank erosion during higher flows.
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Delivering What Matters
Zoning Administration
About this measure:
This graph captures the
percentage of plats
approved within the
County’s 11 Townships
that were modified
through the approval
process to accommodate
infrastructure such as
road right-of-way, parks,
trails, stormwater facilities
and environmental
protection.
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40%

64%

42%

% of Plats Changed to
accommodate
infrastructure/environmental
needs

60%

36%

58%

Source: CityView

Why does this matter?
Residential growth has impacts to public services including transportation, parks, stormwater management, and the
environment. Appropriate review of new development is necessary to ensure that new growth is accompanied by
appropriate levels of public service to support the growth so developers not the existing residents pay the cost of public
infrastructure needed to accommodate their developments.
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Delivering What Matters
Environmental Code Violations and Compliance

About this measure:

Environmental Code Violations and Compliance
120%

This measure displays the
percentage of complaints
that remain open or have
been resolved voluntarily
vs. the complaints that
were referred to the
County Attorney's Of ice.
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45%

48%
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73%

Source: CityView

Why does this matter?
Active enforcement of environmental codes is important to protect the public health, safety and welfare of the residents and
to protect the natural environment of rural Scott County. Citizens are assured that environmental regulations are responded
to and enforced in a fair manner.
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